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Abstract. Fire spread associated with violent pyrogenic convection is highly unpredictable and difficult to suppress.
Wildfire-driven convection may generate cumulonimbus (storm) clouds, also known as pyrocumulonimbus (pyroCb).
Research into such phenomena has tended to treat the fire on the surface and convection in the atmosphere above as separate
processes. We used a numerical model to examine the effect of fire geometry on the height of a pyroconvective plume, using
idealised model runs in a neutral atmosphere. The role of geometry was investigated because large areal fires have been
associated with the development of pyroCb. Complementary results (detailed in Part I) are extended by considering the effect
that fire shape can have on plume height by comparing circular, square, and rectangular fires of varying length and width,
representing the difference between firelines and areal fires. Results reveal that the perimeter/area ratio influenced the amount
of entrainment that the plume experiences and therefore the height to which the plume rises before it loses buoyancy. These
results will aid in the prediction of blow-up fires (whereby a fire exhibits a rapid increase in rate of spread or rate of spread) and
may therefore be useful in determining where fire agencies deploy their limited resources.
Keywords: deep flaming, fire-atmosphere interaction, isoperimetric ratio, pyroconvection, pyrocumulonimbus, wildfire
simulation.
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Introduction
Extreme wildfires exhibit widespread areal flaming within an
atmosphere conducive to the development of violent pyroconvection (Sharples et al. 2016). They have the greatest impact,
are the most difficult to suppress and are associated with
dangerous conditions such as a high rate of spread, the presence of
fire whirls, a deep convective core and intense spotting. These fires
are difficult to predict because they create their own weather, which
modifies their environment, and exhibit erratic behaviour (McRae
et al. 2013). Sometimes these fires generate clouds that transition
from the relatively benign pyrocumulus (pyroCu), through to the
more problematic towering pyroCu and the most dangerous, a firetriggered thunderstorm – pyrocumulonimbus (pyroCb).
The prediction of violent pyroconvection is a vital area of
research because its success results in the saving of lives, as well as
the economic consequences. However, most research to date has
either focused solely on the surface (i.e. the fire) (Cruz et al. 2012;
Hilton et al. 2016; Sullivan et al. 2019) or the atmospheric
characteristics, such as stability (Engel et al. 2013; Terrasson
et al. 2019). Our research united both approaches and in particular
concentrated on the shape of the fire, which has not been a
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consideration until now. The challenge that this study addressed
is whether the fire shape influences the pyroconvective potential.
Currently, one of the main metrics used to evaluate a fire’s
pyroconvective potential is the total energy release or fire power
(FP); however, this tends to be the sole consideration when
attempting to predict pyroconvection and associated buoyancy.
We sought to determine whether the geometry of the heat source
also influences the plume’s development.
Effects of PyroCb
The energetic plumes that are generated by pyroCbs mark the
change from a surface-based process to one that couples the fire
with the atmosphere. This coupling allows the pyroCbs to reach to
the free atmosphere, rather than the smoke being confined to the
boundary layer. As a consequence of this process, smoke and
other fire particulates may be injected into the upper troposphere/
lower stratosphere (UTLS) and resulting in global climatic effects
as the particles are transported thousands of kilometres laterally
(Mazzoni et al. 2007; Fromm et al. 2008; Kahn et al. 2008;
Fromm et al. 2010). Satellite observations of the 12 August 2017
fire in British Columbia indicated that the aerosol mass injected
www.publish.csiro.au/journals/ijwf
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into the stratosphere was of a magnitude comparable to a midsized volcanic eruption and was the largest ever produced by a
pyroCb (Peterson et al. 2018). PyroCbs may also bring drier,
higher momentum air to the surface, raising the fire danger and
increasing rates of spread (McRae et al. 2015). Downdrafts
(downbursts, macrobursts and microbursts (Potter et al. 2004))
due to evaporative cooling and drag from precipitation also
increase the inherent unpredictability of the fire’s behaviour and
may hinder suppression efforts (Peterson et al. 2017).
PyroCb processes
There are several processes that occur within and near the
plume. Organised circulations develop horizontal and descending indrafts that bring air towards the fire. Convection also
occurs above the flaming zone and thermal expansion within the
plume occurs as the plume seeks equilibrium. Thermal expansion within the plume also occurs after the plume reaches the
lifting condensation level and latent heat drives expansion of the
air parcels within the plume. However, we argue that entrainment is also a major influence on the plume’s development.
Entrainment affects the buoyancy of the plume. It is the
mixing of environmental air into the plume or convective column
as it rises and occurs at the boundary of the plume (or cloud in the
case of a pyrocloud) where the turbulent and non-turbulent flow
interact. Evaporative cooling may also occur if unsaturated
environmental air is entrained into the rising air parcels within
the plume. The liquid water in the plume must then be evaporated
to maintain saturation, resulting in reduced buoyancy of the air
parcel. Entraining cells also undergo reduced acceleration not
only due to less buoyancy but also due to the drag from mass
entrainment (Holton and Hakim 2012). Entrainment therefore
acts to modify the in-cloud vertical profiles.
An analogy with tropical convection indicates that in large
cumulonimbus clouds, core updrafts may be shielded from
entrainment by the surrounding cloud such that the convective
core may reach the tropopause (‘hot tower’ hypothesis (Riehl
1958, 1979)). It therefore follows that a large areal fire with a
broad convective core and higher surface fluxes from the fire,
which act to feed the convection, would also have a protected
centre, allowing it to reach well into the top of the tropopause.
Lareau and Clements (2017) have recently shown that the plume
core may be strongly protected from entrainment throughout its
levels. It is this premise that we explored, seeking a way to
quantify how the size and shape of a fire affects the height to
which the convection may reach.
The question we sought to address is whether deep flaming is
needed for extreme fire development. We hypothesised that the
shape of the fire affects the height of the fire plume because
differently shaped fires would be subject to varying degrees of
entrainment.
PyroCb have been associated with large, expansive fires that
can potentially encompass several square kilometres in area
(McRae and Sharples 2014). In Australia, some examples are the
2003 Canberra fires (McIntyres Hut and Bendora Dam) (Simpson
et al. 2015), the 2006 Grose Valley fire in the Blue Mountains,
NSW (McRae et al. 2015) and the 2013 Wambelong (NSW) and
Aberfeldy (Vic.) fires (Quill and Sharples 2015). Stylised simulations by (Cunningham and Reeder 2009) used a large-area spatial
fire to reproduce the pyroCb observed in Canberra in 2003, with its
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associated pyrotornado and lightning. Expansive fires are known
as ‘deep flaming’, which occurs when a large area experiences
active flaming simultaneously (see Badlan et al. 2021 – hereafter
Part I – for more details and possible causes). This can occur when
the original fire expands through interaction with terrain and
atmosphere (e.g. wind) and/or coalescences with nearby fires/
spotting. As deep flaming has been associated with pyroCb events,
it leads to the question of how the size, strength and shape of the
zone of deep flaming affect the potential for pyroCb to develop.
Here we present the continued research from Part I, which
analyses how the size and intensity of a fire and the stability of the
atmosphere around the fire affect the pyroconvective potential. It
extends into the conditions surrounding pyroCb formation, from
both the fire and the atmosphere in which it develops, using a
coupled fire-atmospheric model. In Part I the effects of various
sized fires with varying intensities were observed and we found that
given a strong enough fire encompassing a sufficiently large area,
the atmospheric stability became less important to the fire’s
pyroconvective potential. That is, a large and strong fire will likely
develop into a pyroCb even in the presence of diminished atmospheric stability (see Part I for a full analysis of these simulations).
Part II continues the investigation into the question of how a
fire’s shape, size and intensity may affect the resulting plume by
comparing the shape of the fire using a metric called the
isoperimetric ratio (IPR).
We present our study as follows: the Methods section
describes the numerical model and the various simulations and
their configurations that are different to those in Part I; the
Results is an outline of the findings and the implications of these
results are considered in the Discussion and Conclusions.
Methods
To investigate how the shape of the fire affects pyroconvection,
numerical simulations were run with various shapes, magnitudes of heat flux (intensities) and differing wind strengths. As
real fires do not have smooth perimeters, additional simulations
using highly irregular perimeters were also analysed, to determine how a perturbed perimeter might affect plume height. All
simulations shared the same basic configurations with a basic
‘dry’ profile as for the dry fires studied in Part I. Wildfires are
also composed of fuel and combustion moisture, so it is useful to
investigate how latent heat affects the convection and consequently, moisture was introduced into additional simulations
(see Table 1 for a summary).
Numerical weather model
The numerical simulations were performed using version 3.9 of
the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF)
(Skamarock et al. 2008). A full description of the model configuration is detailed in Part I (table 1 in Part I provides a
summary). All simulations in Part II had the same basic configuration, which was then run for different fire shapes.
The model was initialised with a sounding that reflected
neutral atmospheric stability, as used in Part I, which is representative of the conditions commonly seen during the warmer
months, with a deep mixed layer in the lowest 3 km of the
atmosphere and a tropopause located at a height of 12 km
(Fig. 1). The mixing ratio profile was also chosen to ensure that
the relative humidity was relatively low (,50%) throughout the
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Table 1. Summary of all simulations in Part II
IPR (approximate)

Intensity (kW m2)

Wind profile (m s1)

Orientation (to prevailing wind)

4p, 16, 25, 72, 152, 264

25, 50, 100

0

Normal

21

100

0

-

Irregular perimeter

J1–J4 (60, 80, 110, 150)

100

0

-

Wind simulations

4p, 16, 25, 72, 152, 264

100

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Normal and parallel

Moist fires

4p, 16, 25, 72, 152, 264

25, 50, 100

0

Normal

Simulation
Dry fires

Height (km)

Triangular

12

12

10

10

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2

0

Neutral profile

0
276

278

280

282

284

286

288

290

Potential temperature (K)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mixing ratio (g kg–1)

Fig. 1. Initial soundings of potential temperature in K (left) and mixing ratio in g kg1 (right) used in all
model simulations.

profile and that the c-Haines value (a measure of the atmospheric stability) was 6.4 (neutral) (Mills and McCaw 2010).
Unless stated, model runs had no latent heat flux, only sensible
heat, in order to simplify the effects of moisture. The plume
heights were measured after 1 h of simulation, when the initial
burst from the heat source had subsided and the plume height
had stabilised. The maximum plume height for each simulation
occurred around this time.
Fire shape
In order to gauge the effect of the shape of the fire on the pyroconvective potential, a basic set of simulations with six various
shaped fires were run. The shape was assessed using a dimensionless quantity known as the isoperimetric ratio (IPR), which is
defined as the ratio L2/A, where L is the length of the perimeter
enclosing a zone of deep flaming (the fire’s perimeter) and A is the

area of the fire. The minimum value of this ratio is that of a circle,
which has an IPR of (2pr)2/pr2 - 4p. It follows that any other
shape has a larger ratio (see Table 2 for a summary of the
dimensions and IPR of each fire). The aim of this work was to
investigate whether this ratio has a direct relationship with the
plume height; if so, this may be a useful measure of pyroconvective
potential, combined with fire power (FP). When evaluating the
pyroconvective potential of a fire, the plume height is observed.
For the sake of computational ease and to negate the need to
recompile the model with different heat fluxes, the fires also had
the same area, and therefore the choice of dimensions was
constrained by these restrictions. The FP was ,314.16 GW
for the 100 kW m2, 157.08 GW for the 50 kW m2 and
78.5 GW for the 25 kW m2 intensities.
We suggest that the FP is the controlling variable of pyroconvective potential (Tory et al. 2016); however, it is supposed
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Table 2. Dimensions and IPR values for each shape of fire

Dimensions (m)
IPR

Circular

Square

Triangle

Rectangle
4:1

Rectangle
16:1

Rectangle
36:1

Rectangle
64:1

1 km radius
4p

1772  1772
16

2694 (side)
,21

3545  886
25

7090  443
,72

10635  295
,152

14180  222
,264

Distance (km)

Fuel map circle 1 km

Fuel map square 1 km
10

10

5

5

5

0

0

0

–5

–5

–5

–10
–10

–5

0

5

10

–10
–10

–5

0

5

10

–10
–10

Fuel map rectangle 1 km – 16:1 ratio

Fuel map rectangle 1 km – 36:1 ratio
10

5

5

5

0

0

0

–5

–5

–5

–5

0

Distance (km)

5

10

–10
–10

–5

0

Distance (km)

5

10

Fuel map rectangle 1 km – 64:1 ratio

10

–10

0

Distance (km)

10

–10

–5

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

Distance (km)

Fuel map rectangle 1 km – 4:1 ratio

10

5

10

–10
–10

–5

0

5

10

Distance (km)

Fig. 2. Shapes of the fires used for the comparison of the isoperimetric ratio (IPR). The dimensions of each heat source and the
(approximate) IPR are shown in Table 1.

that the geometric shape of the fire would also influence the
pyroconvective potential because entrainment occurs along the
boundary of the plume. Therefore, the length of the perimeter
enclosing the fire and the plume should have influence, because
the higher the IPR, theoretically the higher the amount of
entrainment the plume experiences and the more dilution that
occurs within the plume. If all the fires had the same FP, then it
should be possible to identify if the IPR is of consequence. To
this end, the geometry of the fire source was varied to represent
different shapes of deep flaming (Fig. 2). Six fires were
compared – all had the same total energy release (i.e. FP) as a
circular fire with a 1 km radius, because if all the fires had the
same FP, then it should be possible to identify if the IPR is
influential.

Most of the analysis focused on the six basic shapes shown in
Fig. 2; however, to further test the concept of IPR, an additional
equilateral triangular-shaped simulation (Fig. 3) was added for
the 100, 50 and 25 kW m2 fires with no wind, to provide further
support to the influence of IPR and to test a shape that did not
have four sides. The IPR of such a triangle is ,21 and therefore
this IPR would place it between the square and the 4:1 rectangle.
Irregular perimeters
In reality, wildfires do not have straight or regular shapes with
smooth perimeters and so four simulations were run (J1–J4),
each with a highly irregular boundary but still with the same FP
as the 1 km radius circular fire. This was done to determine
whether a fire may be approximated by a more regular shape (i.e.
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Fuel map – triangular

with a lower IPR). Fig. 4 shows the fuel maps for each fire and
approximations of the IPR values for J1, J2, J3 and J4 were 60,
80, 110, and 150 respectively.

10

Distance (km)

5

0

–5

–10
–10

–5

0
Distance (km)

5

10

Fig. 3. Fuel map (in white) used for the triangular fire. The fire area is the
same as a circular 1 km radius fire.

Fire intensity
The heat flux was introduced after the boundary layer initialised
(i.e. after 20 min) and was increased linearly over 10 min to
avoid numerical instability. Three different fire intensities were
investigated (25, 50 and 100 kW m2) to determine how the
relationship between the intensity of the heat source and the
isoperimetric ratio (IPR) changed.
Similar shapes have the same IPR (i.e. all circles, all squares
etc.), and it logically follows that given the same FP, the greater
the area that the heat is spread across and the lower the heat flux.
Therefore, it suggested that the heat flux must meet a minimum
threshold to support plume development. To address this,
another four circular fires were added to the simulations, each
with a radius of 2, 3, 4, and 6 km respectively. The heat flux was
changed to 25, 11.1, 6.25, and 2.78 kW m2 respectively in order
to keep the FP the same as the 100 kW m2 IPR runs (i.e.
3.141  1011 W).
Wind profiles
Profiles with varying wind speed were also introduced and these
are described in Part I. The wind speed stated refers to the wind

3

J1

J2

J3

J4

Distance (km)

2
1
0
–1
–2
–3
3

Distance (km)

2
1
0
–1
–2
–3
–3

–2

–1

0

Distance (km)

1

2

3 –3

–2

–1

0

1

2

3

Distance (km)

Fig. 4. Fuel maps (in white) used for the four runs: J1, J2, J3, and J4. All models cover the same surface area as a circular 1 km radius fire, but
with increasing IPR.
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speed above the 3 km level, which has a linear profile between
the ground and this height.
Moist fire simulations
Another set of simulations were then run to identify if there was
any correlation between IPR and plume height, as it would be
useful to identify if any such relationship exists once moisture is
introduced into the plume via a static latent heat flux from the
surface. The moist simulations had the same total heat flux, but
with a ratio of 3:1 sensible to latent heat flux. In the WRF-Fire
model, the combustion of fuel releases sensible heat in the form
of temperature and latent heat in the form of water vapour. Fuel
releases water vapour from both fuel moisture and combustion
moisture (due to the chemical transformation of cellulose during
combustion). The fire physics model calculates the latent heat
flux LEs using:
LEs ¼

DM
½B þ 0:56ð1  BÞLv
Dt

where DM is the change in mass of fuel at each time step Dt, B is
the fraction of the total fuel mass that is water and Lv is the latent
heat of vaporisation of water (J kg1), to get the energy release
rate (J s1 m2 or W m2). The heat flux for all cells in the fire
model was then summed and distributed as forcing terms in the
atmospheric model’s differential equations to the lowest levels
and assumed exponential decay with height. The latent heat flux
was used in the tendency of vapour condensation qm by:


mðx; yÞfq ðx; yÞ @
d ðmqm Þ
z
ðx; y; zÞ ¼ RQm ðFÞ þ
exp 
dt
zext
LRðx; y; zÞ @z
where mqm is the moisture content of the air, RQm(F) is the
component of the tendency in the atmospheric mode equations,
m(x, y) is the hydrostatic component of the pressure differential
of dry air between the surface and the top of the domain, jq is the
average latent heat flux density (moisture), L is the specific
latent heat of the air, R(x, y, z) is the density and zext is the heat
extinction depth (Mandel et al. 2011).
Results
Fire shape
Fig. 5 shows cross-sections of the plume for three of the
100 kW m2 fires at 1 h into the simulation. The orange lines
shows the maximum plume height attained by the 1 km radius
circular fire. It is clear from the figure that the circular, square
and 4:1 rectangle plumes (top row) were much stronger than the
64:1 rectangular fire (below right). These three fires (top row
Fig. 5) may be considered to represent areas of deep flaming,
whereas the lower three cross-sections are more representative
of firelines. The plume heights from the 100 kW m2,
50 kW m2 and 25 kW m2 ‘dry’ fires were then compared with
their IPRs.
Fig. 6 shows the individual heights recorded (for all seven
shapes; the basic six plus the triangular) and also has a trendline
fitted for each set of intensity data. The correlation coefficients
were high (and fairly similar) for all three datasets, with the
25 kW m2 showing slightly weaker correlation. If the shape of
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the fire was held constant, as the FP decreased, so did the plume
height (and vice versa). For fires with the same FP, the plume
height was also affected by the IPR, which showed that although
different factors affect the pyroconvective potential, not only is
the FP important but also the geometry as described by the IPR.
Our finding suggests that both the energy flux from the fire and
its shape combine to influence the convective potential of a
pyrogenic cloud (as opposed to solely the FP).
The results displayed in Fig. 7 indicated that FP alone is not
an adequate measure of pyroconvective potential. We compared
all the ‘dry’ fires with other circular fires (with different FP) that
were run (see Part I for background). The dashed line indicates
all the simulations having the same FP as the 1 km radius circular
fire with 100 kW m2; it is evident that the square and triangular
simulations have similar heights to the circular one. The 4:1
ratio rectangle has a lower maximum plume height (,13.5 km);
however, it also reaches the tropopause (12 km) and would
therefore be associated with a pyroCb.
Interestingly, the plume heights for all four models did not
seem to change much with increasing perturbation of the fire
perimeter. As shown in Fig. 8, the plumes were all very similar,
with only J4 (which had the longest perimeter and therefore the
highest IPR) being noticeably lower, but not by a large amount
and would still be considered a pyroCb. In other words, if a
wildfire such as the 2013 Wambelong fire in Coonabarabran
(Fig. 9) is to be assessed, the perimeter of the fire can be
smoothed and features such as fingers do not have to be
accounted for. The white line on the linescan in Fig. 9 indicates
the actual boundary of the fire, whereas the area contained by the
dotted line could potentially be used as an approximation when
assessing the pyroconvective potential and is an avenue for
further research.
Fire intensity
On comparing the heights of the dry and moist runs (Fig. 10),
there also did not seem to be a particular trend in plume height;
that is, the form of the flux (latent heat or sensible heat) did not
preferentially produce higher plumes across all shapes. For the
100 and 50 kW m2 intensity fires with circular, square or
rectangle (4:1 ratio) shape, there did seem to be a slight trend to
higher plumes for the dry simulations; this could be due to
increased plume area for the moist simulations, greater total
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and therefore an increased
entrainment rate. However, for the weaker and fireline-shaped
fires, whether the heat flux was solely comprised of sensible heat
or had some latent heat did not influence the plume height
greatly in the model simulations.
Fig. 10 also shows the range of plume heights for each of the
six shapes (IPR). The spread was fairly similar for each geometric
configuration of fire, the main exception being the 4:1 rectangular
fire with a log(IPR) of ,1.4. This seems to mark the transition
between a fire that may produce plumes that extend up to the
tropopause and those at the lower end that would produce a cloud
similar to a towering cumulus, but lack the organised circulations
and dangerous consequences of a pyroCb.
In order to identify how the intensity affects fires of the same
shape and FP, four additional simulations of circular fires with
radii of 2, 3, 4, and 6 km were run, each with the same FP as the
100 kW m2 fires (Fig. 11). The results indicated lowering of the
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Temperature perturbation (K)

Fig. 5. Cross-sections of all fires at 1 h of simulation. Each cross-section is through the centre in the x-direction. The thick solid black contour is the
0.01 g kg1 mixing ratio contour, indicating the cloud outline. The thin black contours are vertical velocity in m s1, with positive values shown by a solid
line and negative by dashed. Contour spacing is 5 m s1 and the zero contour has been removed. Red shading is temperature perturbation in K. The orange
line indicates the maximum plume height for the 1 km radius circular fire and the blue dashed line indicates the tropopause.
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Fig. 6. Scatterplot showing the relationship between maximum plume height and
log(IPR) for three sets of dry simulations of varying intensity heat source. The trendline
for each set of data is also shown, along with the coefficient of determination, R2.
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Total energy released (GW)
Fig. 7. Scatterplot showing the relationship between maximum plume height and the fire power (FP) (in GW)
for each of the six dry fire runs (indicated by the red crosses). The blue markers indicate the heights produced by a
range of circular fires, all with a static heat source and no latent heat. The six fires have the same FP as a 1 km
radius circular fire with 100 kW m2 heat source.

plume height as the heat flux reduced; therefore, a minimum
heat flux threshold is required, the determination of which was
beyond the scope of this study. As all circular fires have the same
IPR of 4p, these were run to reinforce the fact that IPR and FP
are only relevant when the heat flux is above a certain threshold.
Wind simulations
Cross-sections of the circular and the 4:1 and 64:1 simulations
are shown in Fig. 12; these fires were orientated perpendicular or
normal to the prevailing wind with respect to the long axis of the
rectangular fires. These fires were chosen because the circular
fire represents deep flaming, the 64:1 rectangle is similar to a
fireline and the 4:1 rectangle is a transitional shape between
these two extremes. The figure shows the model runs with 0 (top
row), 5 (middle row) and 10 m s1 (bottom row) wind profiles
(.3 km height) and are all at 70 min of simulation time. The
results indicated that plume height decreases with the introduction of wind that forces the plumes to bend over downwind.
Fig. 13 shows the correlations between the maximum plume
height and the log(IPR) for each of the six fires for wind speeds
from 0 to 10 m s1 and that are orientated normally to the wind.
All showed a strong correlation, even in strong winds where the
relationship is weakened.
If the fires are parallel to the wind (Fig. 14), the relationship
in light winds is similar to those oriented perpendicular to the
wind; however, the relationship weakens above 6 m s1 and
drops off significantly by 10 m s1, with a value of R2 ¼ 0.266
(compared with 0.779 for the perpendicularly oriented

simulation). It is interesting that, with the exception of this case,
the correlations between IPR and plume height remained strong,
even in relatively strong winds.
The plumes were then compared with the Briggs equation
(Part I, eqn 1) to see if they take the form of the bent-over plume
in a crosswind predicted by the formula (Briggs 1975). The
plumes’ centrelines were calculated using the mean wind in the
convective boundary layer and the heat flux (used to calculate
the area-integrated buoyancy flux at the plume base) for the
distance downwind. The centrelines are shown in Fig. 15 and
indicated show good agreement in the circular and square fires
(Briggs’ equation is based on a point source); however, for large
IPRs (rectangles with 16:1 ratio and greater) the plume was
more affected by the wind and was not described by this
relationship. This provides verification of (1) the low IPR
simulations that are well described by the Briggs equation and
(2) that fire geometries with large values of IPR do not follow the
predicted behaviour for plumes, especially in strong winds.
Pyrogenic moisture
The ‘moist’ runs (Fig. 16) with 25% latent heat flux and 75%
sensible heat flux had similar regression coefficients (0.90–
0.97) to those from the dry simulations (Fig. 6.). We therefore
surmised that the form of the energy flux does not greatly affect
the overall plume height. There does, however, seem to be
greater horizontal spread in the area of the moist plumes and this
could be due to the increased TKE that was observed in the
simulations with latent heat.
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contours are vertical velocity in m s1, with positive values shown by a solid line and negative by a dashed line. Contour spacing is
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Discussion and conclusions

Fig. 9. Multispectral linescan near Coonabarabran, NSW, Australia in
2013 (NSW Rural Fire Service). The white line indicates the actual boundary
of the fire and the dotted line shows a smoothed approximation of the fire
size.

The results of comparing the six basic shapes showed that the
plumes were higher for the three lowest IPRs (circle, square and
4:1 rectangle). These shapes represent areas of deep flaming that
are more expansive due to dynamic fire spread mechanisms,
whereas thin fires (the other rectangular shapes) may be thought
of as firelines, similar to those seen in traditional quasi-steady
fire spread. This contrast in plume height suggests that deep
flaming is more likely to be associated with deeper pyroconvection (as opposed to firelines).
These results confirmed that the FP on its own is not a
sufficient determinant of the pyroconvective plume height from
a wildfire. The findings suggested that both the FP and the
geometry of a fire must be considered when assessing the
pyroconvective potential of a wildfire. The geometric aspect
of a regular-shaped wildfire can be quantified using the isoperimetric ratio, which gives a measure of a shape in terms of its
perimeter–length ratio.
The reason for the influence of IPR is due to entrainment of
ambient air into the plume, which causes it to dilute and results
in the loss of buoyancy. Entrainment occurs along the outer
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Fig. 13. Scatterplot showing the relationship between maximum plume height and the log(IPR) for 100 kW m2 fires oriented normal to the wind, with wind
speeds of 0–10 m s1. The markers indicate the heights produced by each fire. The fires had the same FP as a 1 km radius circular fire with 100 kW m2 heat
source.

surface of the plume (the boundary of the turbulent and nonturbulent air), thereby implying that the greater the surface area
of the plume’s perimeter, the greater the dilution of the plume

with height. The centres of the convective columns are further
away from this boundary in fires with lower IPRs (e.g. ,50),
implying that fires that exhibit ‘deep-flaming’ are likely to
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source.

produce cores that remain undiluted to a greater height, thereby
enabling the thermals to couple deeper into the free troposphere
and potentially to attain maximum plume heights well into the
upper troposphere.
However, one caveat is that the IPR is only useful for fairly
smooth perimeters. Our initial investigations suggest that highly
irregular fire geometry, such as seen in wildfires with features
such as fingers or where spot fires coalesce, may be approximated by a more regular shape that still encompasses a similar
area. The IPR of this ‘smoothed’ shape may then be used to
diagnose the pyroconvective potential of wildfires. This is an
important result because it means that for highly irregular fires
with very large IPRs, the fires can be assessed using an equivalent regular (convex) shape that encompasses approximately the
same area.
The intensity of the fire is also an important consideration.
The caveat to the IPR–height relationship is that when different
size fires have the same shape (and therefore the same IPR
value) and the same FP, in order to produce strong pyroconvection, the heat flux must be above a certain value. Therefore, as
well as both the IPR and FP being important metrics, the heat
flux must also meet a (yet-to-be determined) minimum threshold. The four larger circular fires with the same FP reinforce the
idea that FP on its own is not sufficient for determination of
plume development. As stated in Part I, Lareau and Clements
(2017) note that the range of heat flux for prescribed burns is
8 kW m2 to 3 GW m2; therefore, the 6 km radius fire
(2.78 kW m2) is under this minimum value and would be
below this threshold.
The introduction of wind into the simulations did not affect
this relationship, with the exception of very strong winds
where the longitudinal axis of the fireline was parallel to the
prevailing wind. It appears that the parallel fires (notably those
with high IPR) are less affected by wind and therefore result in
higher plume heights in stronger wind because the long axis of
the firelines is protected from entrainment by the prevailing
wind.

The 2017 Sir Ivan fire near Dunedoo in New South Wales
provides an example of why understanding the relationship
between these variables is so fundamental to developing a
framework for fire managers to follow. This fire developed into
a large pyroCb under the influence of strong prefrontal winds
and the enhanced atmospheric instability associated with a
trough line. Terrasson et al. (2019) concluded that the wind
change and lifting associated with the unstable air behind the
cold front initiated the blow-up; however, the timing of the
pyroCb coincided closer with the trough that preceded the front.
Regardless of which mechanism drove the development of
violent pyroconvection, the same broadscale meteorological
features were experienced over a wide area. However, the White
Cedar fire, only ,50 km to the south-east of the Sir Ivan fire, did
not develop into a pyroCb. Unlike the White Cedar fire, the Sir
Ivan fire burnt in an area that was prone to dynamic fire
propagation (e.g. vorticity-driven lateral spread (Sharples
et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2014) and so had the propensity to
exhibit deep flaming. The results of our simulations therefore
suggest that the Sir Ivan fire was the more likely to develop
violent pyroconvection, consistent with what actually occurred
(linescans of the Sir Ivan fire indicated areas of deep flaming). It
is hoped that research such as ours presented above can be
extended to inform development of improved methods of ‘fire
triage’; that is, methods for fire agency personnel to use to assess
numerous fires and more accurately identify the fires that are
more likely to develop into dangerous pyroconvective storms.
This method of using both the FP and the IPR-to-plumeheight relationship may be useful in informing predictive
capabilities, such as the Blow-Up Fire Outlook (BUFO) prediction scheme under development for operational use in Australia
(McRae and Sharples 2014). The BUFO framework identifies
several processes to determine whether a wildfire may transition
to an ‘extreme’ size class, which may trigger violent pyroconvection. The present findings support the idea that deep flaming
is associated with violent pyroconvection and therefore it is vital
to be able to identify when small fires transition to areal fires.
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The ability to predict such transitions by observing the triggers
that lead to deep flaming (as outlined by the BUFO Model)
would aid Incident Management Teams by providing more time
to make decisions, inform the community and fire crews and
potentially save lives and property for those involved.
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